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Ethics are beliefs about good or bed, right or wrong. An individual’s values 

and way of behavior toward society, determine whether behavior is regarded

as ethical or unethical. 

Social responsibility is a principle that organizations should contribute to the 

welfare of groups and individuals in its social environment and not be solely 

devoted to maximizing profits. These groups and individuals are called 

stakeholders those directly affected by the practices of an organization. 

Ethics and social responsibility are very important to be consider either it is 

personal life planning or planning for success of business. When companies 

develop strategic plans, they must consider what role ethics will play and 

how social responsibility will affect the plan keeping stakeholders need at the

forefront. 

If businesses and individuals make willful effort to behave ethically, then 

there is less chance to see any Enron or WorldCom in the future business 

world. Author’s personal perspective towards ethics and social responsibility 

grow over time in the master’s of business administration (MBA) program. 

Throughout in MBA program author learned that you should always behave 

ethically and socially responsible for your actions in either personal life or 

you work for an organization. An organizations use ethics as guidelines to 

help employees and management to behave themselves according to the 

standards of the organization. To ensure employees understand the rules 

and make good ethical decisions, a company’s plan should embody the 

beliefs and values that the business and their employees view most 

important. These values stated in a company’s mission, vision, and 

philosophy statements that provide direction, purpose, and a clear 
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understanding of an organization’s behavioral expectations and decisions 

made by the stakeholders. When adhered to, the mission and vision 

statements can be the baseline for goal-setting and strategic planning while 

keeping ethics at the core of all decisions. 

Pearson and Robinson (2009) stated “ central to the belief that companies 

should be operated in a socially responsive way for the benefit of all 

stakeholders is the belief that managers will behave in an ethical manner” 

(p. 70). Even with a plan in place and ethical guidelines established, 

unethical behavior is always a possibility that could occur at a management 

or subordinate level. 

Too many top-level management and executives have acted inappropriately 

and have violated company policies. This was witnessed through events such

as the Enron, WorldCom, and Bernie Madoff scandals in which unethical 

behavior was gave a bad example of business world. Author tend to base her

ethical perspective on an individual’s duty or obligation to do what is morally

right- principles that represent what rational persons ought morally to do. 

Author believes that ethical conduct appeals to “ conscience. ” In judging 

whether a person’s actions are ethical, she look to the intent behind his/her 

actions, rather then focusing on results. 

Author believes that human beings have intrinsic value- we have a right to 

individual respect. Her approaches to ethics require that, within legal and 

humane limits, people should allow to make their own choice. (university of 

phoenix, 2009) 
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